Demographic changes such as fluctuating population size and differential introgres-6 sion can mask the effects of natural selection, and affect rates of genome evolution, 7 local adaptation, reproductive isolation, and eventual speciation. Besides identify-8 ing differentially introgressing genes (and genomic regions) that are "labeled" to be 9 retroactively causal to adaptive evolution and speciation, there is significant impetus 10 to understand, and perhaps estimate the underlying demography that affects current 11 genomic diversity. Using model-based likelihood methods to directly estimate, and de-12 couple the effects of differential intogression and demography across genomic loci offers 13 an ideal solution to detect differential introgression, and population demography and 14 build hypotheses around its underlying evolutionary processes. We describe a compu-15 tationally efficient parallelized implementation of mixture-model based isolation with 16 migration (IM) analyses to assign loci to classes based on their shared coalescent his-17 tories (population sizes, or migration rates). We apply this method to several genomic 18 data sets (great apes -chimpanzees and bonobos, Anopheles mosquitoes, threespine 19 sticklebacks, Mullerian mimics of Heliconius butterflies, mice, European rabbits, and 20 fruitflies), that have been previously characterized (perhaps erroneously) using genome-21 wide scans of differentiation. We show that we cannot reject a model of differential 22 introgression, or linked selection across a majority of species analyzed, with two species 23 showing the combined effects of differential introgression and linked natural selection 24 across multiple, non-independent genomic loci.
latter two regions are immediately downstream of regions that contain loci that are enriched 138 for "low" migration around the optix gene -potentially containing regulatory elements, 139 congruent with the hypothesis of natural selection on color pattern variation in these hybrid 140 zones. 141 Functional annotation enrichment analyses of loci that are putatively under differen-142 tial introgression effects in great ape species pairs (79 out of 200 loci in P. paniscus vs P. 143 t. troglodytes) discovered several 'hits' to GO terms mapped to the hg38 human genome 144 annotation (see Supplemental Table: . . .). In D. pseudoobscura vs D. persimilis, most loci 145 classified as having 'high' migration rates occurred around a chromosome 2 inversion, sug- (Table 4 ) at a significance level of 0.01. 152 Across Oryctolagus species pair loci, MigSelect analyses show a clear differentiation of 153 loci into three classes of loci -those with high population size, and high migration rate 154 (A31-GBE,A37-EXT1,A38-LUM), loci with high migration rate, and low population sizes 155 (X3-MAOA,X16-DIAPH2), and with low migration rates, and low population sizes (X23-156 SHOX,X19-G6PD,X18-FMR1,X15-AMOT,X17-F9,A43-STAG1), consistent with the obser- having been enhanced for 'low' migration rates. We hypothesize that these loci are poten-199 tially under the effects of balancing selection in each species, and could potentially represent for academic use at www.github.com/arunsethuraman/MigSelect/.
Test of Linked Selection Effects

234
If directional selection (positive or negative) is systematically shaping polymorphism and 235 divergence patterns at some loci, then these loci will appear to have altered effective popula-236 tion sizes, relative to loci that are not similarly affected, and sampled assignment vectors for 237 population size parameters will tend to show a grouping of these loci. Finally a comparison 238 of log likelihoods, for the full model (that includes two sets of population size parameters) 239 against the nested model in which all loci share the same population size parameters, is 240 expected to reveal a large difference. 241 We denote the full, or alternate model, H a , as the full set of parameters: 
Here G i is the i th genealogy sampled from the posterior, G i ∼ P (X|H a ), and π a denotes a 249 prior probability calculated by analytic integration over the demographic parameters in H a 250 (Hey and Nielsen [15]).
251
If the fate of genes that introgress from one population to another, varies systematically, such 253 that some portions of the genome experience different effective rates of gene flow than others, 254 then we expect to observe a large difference in log likelihoods for models that do, and do not, 255 include multiple sets of migration parameters. The test of differential introgression is very 256 similar to that for linked selection effects, with the full model, H a , being the same. However 257 in the case of differential introgression the null model includes only one set of migration 258 parameters: The origin and remolding of genomic islands of differentiation in the european sea bass. Table 4 : Tests of linked selection effects using two groups of loci for effective population sizes using the H 0 that there is only one group of loci, versus H A that there are two groups of loci for effective population sizes. Significance was adjudged at a P-value of 0.05. Species pairs that are significant for tests of linked selection effects are shown in color (red -indicates species that were not significant for tests of differential introgression, blue -species that were significant for tests of differential introgression. Table 5 : Fisher's exact tests of independence of loci that are affected by both differential introgression and linked selection effects. Results are thus only shown for species pairs that were significant for two groups of analyzed loci for migration, and effective population sizes. Significance was adjudged at a P-value of 0.05, and indicated in red.
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